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Methods of Measuring Humidity and Testin

Hygrometers

A Review and Bibliography

Arnold Wexler and W. G. Brombacher

This paper is a review of metho(is for tiie measurement of the water-vapor content of
air and other gases and for tiie production and controi of atmospiieres of known iinmidity
for iiygronicter testing and caiihration and for geiun-ai researcii. Among tiie iiygroinetric
teciiniqnes discussed are psyclirometry, uieciianical iiygronietry, dewpoint measurement,
eiectric hygrometry, gravimetric hygrometry, thermai comiuctivity, imiex of refraction,
pressure ami volume measurements, and dielectric constant. Descriptions are given of

suitalile equipment for estaldisliing desired luimidities over a wide range of temperature.
A list of 157 selected references pertaining to iiygronietry is included.

1. Introduction

The conditions under which the relative or ab-

solute hninidity of gases are measured, recorded,

or controlled vary greatly, and as a result, many
methods of humidity measurement have been de-

veloped or proposed. However, for some applica-

tions there is at present no satisfactory method
available for such measurements, and the avail-

able information on methods and instruments for

measuring humidity is quite scattered. This Cir-

cular, with the appended inferences, is intended
to answer inquiries on humidity measurement in

a more comprehensive manner than may be done
by corres])ondence.

Knowledge of the moisture content of solid ma-

terials, particularly paper, wood, and grain, is

often required during some stage of processing or
storage. The equipment, known as moisture
meters, used for this purpose is not discussed in

this Circular.

In many cases a substantial gaseous equilibrium
exists between the solid and the surrounding at-

mosphere. A satisfactory determination of the
moistiu’e content of the solid can he made hy the
relatively easy measurement of the humidity of
the atmosphere, once the lelation between the two
has been estaldished. The same is true, of course,

for liquids of definite composition, except that
the water content may vary.

2. Definitions

Relative humidity is the ratio, usually expressed
in percent, of the pressure of water vapor in the

gas to saturation pressure of water vapor at the

I temperature of the gas. In engineering, relative
I hninidity is sometimes defined as the ratio of the

I
weights per unit volume of the water vaiior in the

I

gas mixture and the saturated vapor at the tem-
perature of the gas mixture. The two definitions

I

are equivalent for all practical pur]ioses.

Ahsolute Iniviidity of a gc/.s mixture may be de-

fined as the pressure of water vapor, or as the

weight per unit volume of Avater vapor.

Specific humidity^ a term of use in air condi-

tioning, is the Aveight of Avater Auipor in air per
unit Aveight of the dry air.

Devxpomt is the temperature to Avhich Avater

vapor must be reduced in order to obtain a relative

humidity of 100 percent that is, to obtain satura-
tion vapor pressure.

Instruments from Avhich the relative humidity
is determined are called either psychrometers or
hygrometers. Genei'ally, the dry- and Avet-biilb

instrument (described later) is called a psychrom-
eter, and direct indicators of relative humidity
are called hygrometers.

Ilygrof/raphs are recorders of relative humidity.
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3. Classification of Instruments

Hiiinidity-ineasuring iustriiinents and methods

may be divided into the following classes for con-

venience. No exhaustive search of the literature

was made to insure a complete, listing of all pro-

posed instruments, so that it is anticipated that

some omissions exist.

Ih'ij- and mef-hidh. Measurements depending

on the change in temperature due to rate of evap-

oi-ation from wet surfaces, an example of which
is the dry- and wet-bulh or sling psychrometer.

Me(diunlcal hygrometers. IVIeasui-ement of a

change in a dimension of an absorbing material,

such as human hair or goldbeater’s skin.

Dearpo'nit 'rnd/cators and recordei‘S. Instru-

ments which indicate or I'ecord the temperature
at which dew fiom the gas (air and water vapor)
mixture under test will just form. A common
type em]doys a mirror for observing the forma-
tion of tlie dew.

Electrical hygrometer. jMeasurement of the
electrical resistance of a film of moisture absorb-

ing material exposed to the gas under test.

Gravimetric hygrometer. Measni-ement of
weight of moisture absorbed by a moisture absorb-
ing matei'ial.

(a) Increase in weight of a drying agent as gas
with a constant moisture content is passed
through it.

(h) Change in weight of an absorbing material
with change in moisture content of the gas under
test.

Thermal condvctrvlty method. Measurement

4. Description

4.1. Dry- and Wet-Bulb Psychrometer

The iisychrometric method of determining hu-
nddity is of importance in the fields of nieteor-
ology, air conditioning, refrigeration, and the dry-
ing of foods, lumber, etc. Its liasic sim{)licity and
fundamental calibration have made it the dom-
inant means for measuring the moistui-e content
of air. The elemental form of the psychrometer
com])rises two thermometers. The bulb of one
thermometer is covered with a moistened cotton
or linen wick and is called the wet-l)ull), whereas
the bidb of the other thermometer is left bare and
is referred to as the dry-bulb. The evaporation
of water from the moistened wick of the wet-bulb
thermometer pi'oduces a lowering in tempei'ature
and from the i‘eadings of the two thermometers
and the air or gas pressure, the humidity, abso-
lute or relative, may be determined. It is current
standard ])ractice to ventilate the thermometers
by slinging, wldrling, or forced-air circulation.

lo obtain the relative or absolute humidity, the
relation between the wet- and dry-bulb readings

of the variation in thermal conductivity of a gas
sample with water vai)or.

/Spectroscopic method. Measui'ement of the

change in intensity of selected absorbing spectral

lines with change in humidity of the gas under
test.

Index of refraction. Measurement of change
i)i index of refraction of a moisture absoibing
liquid with change in ambient humidity.

JS'cssure or eolnme. Measui'ement of the ])res-

sure or volume of the water vapor in a gas sample.

Thermal rise. Measurement of the tempera-
ture I’ise of a material exposed to water vapor.
Mohility of ions. Measurement of the cliange in

mobility of ions due to the presence of water
vai)or.

Dielectric constan t. Measurement of the dielec-

tric constant of a gas with change in water-vapor
content.

Critical floni. Measurement of the variation of
pressure drop aci'oss two combinations of nozzles,

operating at ci'itical tlow, with a desiccant be-

tween one pair of nozzles.

Diffnsion. hygrometer. Measurement of effects

due to dilfiision of gases with and without water
vapor.

Chemical methods. Procedures involving
chemical I'eactions or phenomena.

Foi‘ sources of su])ply for the instruments in-

dicat(‘d as commei'cially available, consult Thomas
Register of American Manufachirers or The
Instruments Index.

of Instruments

and the actual ]>ressure of the water vapor must
be known. This correlation was obtained by
Fei-rel (20)1 1880, based on the data of Marvin
and Ilazen, who made numerous observations of
wet- and dry-bulb readings with sling and whirled
psychrometeis and simultaneous determinations
of dewpoints with Kegnault and Alluard dew-
point apparatus. Ferrel, after reducing these
data, fitted them into the expression

e= e' -AF{t-T)

where, in metric units,

A = 0.G()X 10-1 (i + o.()()ll,5p)

c= partial i)ressure of water vapor in mm Hg
at the dry-bulb tem])ei’atm-e /°C

e'= saturation jn-essure of water vapor in mm
Ilg at the wet-bulb temperature t’°C,

P= total ])ressure (which, in the case of mete-
orological observations, is atmospheric
pressure) in mm Hg

* Figures in parentheses indicate the literature references at
tlie end of this paper.
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I
-I' and where, in English units,

I
^ = 3.G7 X 10-^

[ 1 + 0.00064
( t'
- 32 ) ]

partial pressure of water vapor in. Ilg at

the dry-bnlb temperature
S e'= saturation jn'essnre of water vapor in in.

I Hg at the wet-bulb temperature
! P= total pressure in in. Hg.

1
Starting from fundamental concepts, several

ij theories have been developed that attempt to ex-

I plain the phenomena that occur at the wet-lnilb

( and which, at the same time, yield expressions of
( the form used by Ferrel. The first equations for

?|
use in psychrometry were developed by Ivory (21)

f in 1822 and extended by August (22) in 1825 and
j Apjohn (23) in 1837. The so-called convection
1 theory is the result of their work. In 10 11, Car-
ii rier (28, 42) and in 1922, Lewis (40) reestab-

i lished the basis f)f this theory and renamed it the
) adiabatic saturation theory. This theory, which
r depends on a heat balance, at the wet-bulh, found
' wide acceptance in the air-conditioning and re-

f frigerating industries and has been used exten-

4; sively in the construction of phychrometric charts.

The agreement lietween theory and experimental

4 data was investigated by Carrier (28) and Drop-
t|: kin (87). Their results indicate tliat for most
ijj work of engineei'ing accuracy, the adiabatic satu-

I

ration theory is adequate for predicting the vapor
pressure of water vapor from wet- and dry-bulb
readings. Maxwell (11) in 1877 deduced an
equation Inised on the diffusion of heat and vapor
through a surface gas film on the wet-lndb. In
recent years, further work has been done experi-
mentaliy (7l) and theoretically (73) on psycho-
metric theory, and in reviewing the subject (03).

As the psychrometric formula gives the partial

pressure of the water vapor of the gas under test,

a computation is necessary to convert to humidity
in other terms. The relative humidity, for ex-

ample, is obtained from the equation

-L XI 00,

where
e= the partial pressure, of water vapor as de-

termined by the psychrometric formula
rs=the saturation pressure of water vapor at

the dry-bulb temperature
.R//=lhe relative humidity, in percent.

In practice, calcvdations directly involving the

use of the psychrometric formida are rarely made.
The customary procedure is to employ tables (1,

4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 44, 67, 81, and 06) or charts

or curves (1, 9, 18, 77, 82, 100, 107, 115) that con-

veniently and rapidly yield the relative humidity,
vapor pressure, or dewpoint from the dry- ancl

wet-bulb thermometer readings and the air

pressure.

The sling psychrometer (1, 8, 12, 15, 60), using

two mercury thermometers, is the common form of

this instrument. It is relied upon principally by
meteorologists and is widely used by other scien-

tists and by engineers for measuring relative hu-
midity. Ventilation is obtained by swinging the

thermometers to produce a minimum air velocity

of 000 ft/min at sea level (higher at altitude).

It is siqiplied by firms manufacturing meteoro-

logical instruments and by many laboratory appa-
ratus supply houses. Stationary thermometers,
with ventilation ])roduced by a motor-driven fan

or blower integral with the instrument, are known
as Assmann or aspiration ])sychrometers (1, 8, 12,

60). Tliese are also commercially available from
a smaller number of firms. Unventilated psy-

chrometers are unreliable and hence rarely used.

In addition to the mercury-in-glass thermom-
eter, other temperature measuring devices may be

adapted for psychrometric use. Resistance ther-

mometers (47, 64, 70) thermocouples (68, 60, 72,

SO, 00, 108), and bimetal thermometers (148) can

be used for both indicating, recording, and con-

trol. Thermocouples are of special interest where
low lag is important, where there is little or no
ventilation (72, 80, 90) or where veiy low rela-

tive humidities (01) are to be measured.

Instead of direct tenq)erature measurements,
the temperature of the thei-mometers may be

equalized (140). In this method the tempera-
ture of the wet-hulb is raised to that of the dry-

bulb and the heat measured which is required to

maintain equilibrium. This is accomplished by
w’inding a manganin wire heater around the wet-

Inilb and under the wick and measuring the cur-

rent when the wet- and dry-lndb thermometers
read alike. A convenient arrangonent utilizes a

differential thermocouple psychrometer whose
output is read on a galvanometer. The current

to the wet-hulb heater is adjusted until the gal-

vanometer no longer deflects.

The psychrometric method often may l)e ap-
plied in specialized or unconventional conditions.

At temperatures Itelow freezing, the psychrometer
continues to function, hut the magnitude of the de-
pression is greatly reduced and proper precautions
must be taken to obtain reliable data (121). At
elevated tenq)eratures or low relative humidities,
Jipecial instruments (56), tables (67) and tech-

niques (74) must he used. Most tables and charts
are designed for use at atmos]>heric pressures.

When low or high pressures are encountered, either

special tables (15, 44) or charts (82) must lie used
or the relative humidity must be computed.
Where the moisture, content of gases other than

air is to be determined, the psychrometric constant
A must be modified, to account for the physical
properties of the particular gas. Values of A for
several mono-, di- and triatomic gases are given
by Brauckhoff' (143).

Among the factors influencing the performance
and accuracy of the psychrometric method are (a)

the sensitivity, accuracy and agreement in reading
of the thermometers, (b) the speed of air past the
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wet-bulb tlieriiioineter, (c) radiation, (d)
,
the size,

shape, material and wetlin^- of the wick, (e) the

relative position of the dry- and wet-bidb tber-

inometers, and (f) the tenipei'atiire and purity

of the water used to w’et the wick. A discussion

of these factors will be found in (1, 8, lt2, lb, do,

d7, 46, 60, 74, 78, 9(), 98, 121, 151)

.

The therinonieters used in ])sychr()nielry should

be high-grade matched instruments, else a])pre-

ciable error may 1)0 introduced. While a calibra-

tion of the thermometers is desirable, an inter-

comparison at several teni])eratures to deteiaiiine

whethei’ they read alike usually stdlices. In addi-

tion, when high accuracy is desired and low rela-

tive humidities are measured, corrections I'or the

emergeut stem of the wet-bulb thermometer
should l)e applied.

Thermometer errors may combine in several

wa^’s to influence the accuracy of the relative, hu-
midity. Thus eithei’ the dry-l)ullj thermometer or
the wet -bulb thermometer or both may he iu ei'ror.

The magnitude of the erroi' in I'elative hnmidity
Avill depend not only on the magnitude of the
tliermometer errors, but also ou their particidar
combination, since both the dry-bulb temperature
and the wet-bull) depression are ropiired foi- a

determination. Occasionally, in psychrometric
work, iiistead of measuring both the dry- and Avet-

bulb tem})ei-atui’es separately, the dry-bull) tem-
peratme and the wet-bulb de])i'ession are meas-
ured, from which the wet-bulb tem|)erature can
be com])uted for use in entering commonly avail-
able tal)les. 'riie lattei’ is o))lained by measui'ing
the temperatnre dilference with, say, a differential

thermocon]>le, one end of which is maintained dry
and the other wet. Here the errors may occn'r
eithei’ in the dry-bulb measurement or in the de-
pression measurement or in both. Errors in the
de])ression, however, may be considered as equiva-
lent to errors in the wet-bulb reading, so that es-
sentiidly the combinations of errors are the same
as those first listed.

In order to obtain an estimate of the errors iu
relative humidity arising from thermometer er-
rors, it will be assumed that ])sychronietric meas-
urements are made at atmospheric pressure (29.92

Ilf?), at dry-bulb temperatures of 150°, 100°,
. 5°, 50°, and 0^° and af wet-lmlb depressions of
0.1, 1.0, and 10° F. For these given conditions,
the errors in relative humidity, due to (a) a nega-
tive error of 1° F in wet-bulb temperature with
the dry-bulb teniperature correct, (b) a positive
error of 1° F in dry-bnlb temperature with the
wet-bidb temperature correct, (c) an error of 1°
I in dry-bulb temperature and an error of 1° F
in wet-l)ulb temperature, both errors being nega-
tive, and (d) a jiositive error of 1° F in dry-bulb
temperature and a negative, error of 1° F iii wet-
bulb temperature, have been determined and are
given, correspondingly, in table 1. It is seen in
(c), table 1, that the errors are greatly reduced if
(he thermoineters are matched.

Table 1. Error irr' relative huiniditt/ due to vncorrected

errors in the thermoineters

(a) Dry bulb t hermometer reads correetlv; wet bulb thermometer
reads 1 deg F low

Fu ror iu relatiye humidity at a wet bulb depression

Dry bulb triii-

IH'i atuiy

or—

II. 1 deg F 1 .0 deg F' 10 deg F’

07 % %
l.hll 2. 0 2. 1) 2. 1

1(11) 3.1) 3. 5 2.9
y.") 4. 0 4. 5 3. 7

511 0. 7 0. 0 5.6
.•12 10. 5 10.3

(b) Dry bulb UicduouioUt reads 1 dee F bigh; wet bulb thernionieter
reads correctly

Flrror in relatiye humidify at a wet bulb depression

Dry biiln tem-
lierature

ol—

0,1 dog F’ 1 .0 deg F’ 10 <leg F’

% % %
150 2. 1) 2. 5 2.0
]<)() 3. 5 3. 1 2. 0

75 -!. 5 4.4 3. 1

50 0. 0 f). 4 4.3
32 0. H 9. 4

(c) Dry bulb thermometer reads 1 <leg F low; wet bulb thermometer
reads 1 deg F' low

Flrror in relative humidity at a wet bulb dejiression

Dry bulb tem-
perature.

01—

0.1 deg F’ 1 .0 deg I)" 10 deg F

% % %
150 0.00 0.02 0. 11

100 .00 .03 .32
75 .00 .05 .51
50 .00 .11 1. 24

32 . (12 . 20

fd) Dry bulb thermometer read.s 1 deL' F high; wet bulb thermometer
read.s 1 deg F low

Error in relative humidity at a wet bulb depression

Dry bulb tem-
perature

of—

0.1 deg F 1.0 deg F 10 deg F

°F % % %
150 5.

1

5.0 4. 1

100 7. 0 (1.8 5.4
75 8.9 8,7 0. 7
50 1-5. 0 12. 7 9.8
32 19.8 19.3

The psychrometric constant, A, in the Ferrel

formula is not invariant but is a jfunction of the
velocity of ventilation across the wet-bulb ther-

mometer, and reaches a minimum value as the
velocity is increased. This is reflected as a maxi-
mum wet-bulb depression. Any further increase

in velocity will have negligible effect. When the

velocity is sufficiently high so that A, is constant,

then the magnitude of the velocity need not be
measured or estimated. For most mercuiy-in-
glass thermometers with bulbs i/i-incli diameter or
less, the acceptable minimum rate of ventilation is



ion

ter

)D

'0

;el

lie

he

a-

te

be

u-

or

is

900 ft/inin. If this velocity is not achieved, then
the measured wet-bulb depression will not be a
inaximiun, and the use of the psychrometric for-
mula, tables or charts Avill yield values of relative
humidity that are too high.

The heat alisorbed liy the wet-bulb due ])rin-

cipally to radiation tends to raise the wet-bulb
temperature so that a true depression is not at-

tained. To minimize this etfect, radiation shield-

ing is commonly employed. One method of such
shielding, successfully used in some ventilated psy-
chrometers, is to surround the wet-bulb with an
external primary metal shield and to insert an
auxiliary shield between the primary external
shield and the wet-bulb, this auxiliary shield being
covered with a Avick so that, upon moistening, the
auxiliary shield may be brought close to the wet-
bulb temperature thereby practically eliminating
the source of radiation and conduction due to the
difference betAveen the dry- and Avet-bulb tem-
peratures.

The function of the wick is to retain a thin film

of Avater on the Avet-lndh so that evaporation may
continue nntil the true Avet-bulb temperature is

reached. Cotton or linen tubing of a soft mesh
Aveave serves Avell for this purpose because of its

excellent Avater-absorbent properties. Sizing in

the wick material, enci'ustations forming after use
and lack of a snug fit interfere Avith the mainte-
nance of a continuous film of water. Substances
in solution in the Avick Avater, due either to im-
purities on the Avick or in the Avater used for mois-
tening Avill change the saturation vapor pressure
of Avater and hence affect the results. Wicks
should therefore be cleaned and replaced fre-

quently, and distilled water should be used for
moistening. The Avick should extend beyond the
bulb and onto the stem of the thermometer, for an
inch or so, in order to reduce heat conduction
along the stem to the bulb.

iVlthough the temperature of the Avater used to

moisten the Avick is often at dry-bulb temperature,
it should be preferably that of the Avet-bulb or
slightly higher. The use of Avater that has been
brought to the Avet-bulb temperature is especially

important Avhen the ambient temperature is high
and Avhen the relative humidity is low.

If the temperature of the Avater used to Avet

the bulb is too high, it may take a long time for

the bnlb to cool to Avet-bulb temperature, and
before this point is reached the Avater may have
evaporated sutficientl,y so that the thermometer
neA^er reaches the Avet-bulb temperature. If the

moistening Avater temperature is appreciably

loAA'er than the Avet-bulb temperature, the ther-

mometer temperature Avill climb throughout the

period of ventilation, remaining constant at the

Avet-bulb temperature only as long as there is suf-

ficient Avater to keep the bulb surrounded Avith a

film of water. If the temperature of the Avater

used for moistening is at, or slightly above or

beloAv, the Avet-bulb temperature, then the wet-

owwTOWHjvwpf 'fiT A fr r

.

bulb Avill remain or quickly attain the Avet-bulb

temperature and remain at this value for an ap-
preciable length of time so that it can be read
easily and accurately.

A separation of the dry- and AA’et-bulhs is nec-

essary in order to ])revent the air that passes the
Avet-bulb, and is tliereby cooled by the evaporating
Avater, from contacting the dry-bulb and giving
rise to an erroneous di'y-bidb reading. To avoid
this, the thermometers may be arranged so that
the air Hoavs across the dry-bulb before it reaches
the Avet-bulb or the air sam])le may be divided so

that one ])art floAvs across the Avet-bulh and the
other part across the dry-bulb.

4.2. Mechanical Hygrometer

In hygrometers of this type, human hair is com-
monly nsed as the sensing element. In indicators

the mid])oint of a bundle of hairs under tension

is connected by the simplest possible lever system
to a pointer. In recorders a pen arm, Avhich is

substituted for the pointer, traces an ink record
on a clock-driven drum.
The hair hygrometer indicates relative, humid-

ity directly over a Avide range of temperature, but
its reliability rapidly decreases as the ambient
temperature decreases beloAv freezing (0° C).
At teinperatures beloAv freezing (0° C) the hair

hygrometers indicate relative humidity in terms
of the vapor pressure of siq)ercooled Avater, not
that of ice (117)

.

The chief defect is the lack of stal)ility of the
calibration under usual conditions of use. IIoav-

ever, tests recently completed at this Bureau on
tAvo good quality recorders indicated little aver-

age shift in calibration over a period of almost 1

year; the hysteresis (difference in indication, hu-
midity increasing and decreasing) Avas of the
order of 3-])ercent relative humidity. See (1, 8,

12, 38, 45, 83, 88, 117) for performance data.

Reliable data on the lag of the hair hygrometer
are lacking, particularly at Ioav temperatures.
Suddenly subjecting hygrometers at about 25° C
to a change in relative humidity requires of the
order of 5 minutes to indicate 90 percent of the
change in relative humidity; this time interval in-

creases Avith decrease in temperature of the hairs,

and is of the order of 10 times greater at —10° C.
The effect of temperature on the calibration of
hygrometers commercially available is not Avell es-

tablished for temperatures beloAv 0° C.

At the best, indications of the hair hygrometer
have a reliability of about 3 percent in relative

humidity at room temperature Avhen exposed to a
constant relative humidity long enough to obtain
equilibrium. The large time lag of the hair hy-
grometer is a serious barrier to accuracy if chang-
ing humidity is being measured.
The hair hygrometer is made by a large num-

ber of industrial instrument companies, including
meteorological instrument firms; the hair hygro-

rj fti s arryT-r i
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graph (recorder) is made l)j a smaller but still

large mimber of these firms.

dlie hair eleuieiit with suitable accessories is

widely used as a humidity couti’oller lu air-coudi-

tioiiiug and other ap[)licatious. The zero shift so

evident in instruments measuring am!»ient luimid-

ity is less troublesome when the relative humidity

about the element is maintained nearly constant

(.^O, 02, 12!)). Controllers are available from a

sizable number of industrial instrument lii'ins.

A recent development in this country has been

the use of goldbeater's sldu in disk form by Serdex

(13!)). It is claimed, but not yet generally ac-

cepted, that the performanee is essential better

than that of the human-hair type. See (l!’>4) for

perfoi'inancc' data at low temperatures; as for the

liair hygrometei', the indication at temperatures

below freezing of instruments I’eading correctly

above fi’eezing, is in tei’ins of relative humidity of

the vai)or pressur(> of su]uu'eooled water.

Many organic materials ai'e hygrosco])ie. Thus
wood fibei's have been used as a sensing element.

Also plastics (152) in a form similar to bimetal

have some ap[)lieation and perhaps are the most
open to exploi-ation. A cotton lilanu'ut as a toi'-

sion element (5;’>) has been trieil. Noiu* of these

seem to give essentially bettei', if as good perform-
ance as hnman hair and thus far liave liad only
limited application.

4.3. Dewpoint Indicators and
Recorders

When water va])or is coohal, a tem])ei'at ure
is reached at whieli tlie phase changes to liquid
r)r solid. At this temperature, condensation con-
tinues imtil an equilibrium between the vapor and
li(juid or solid ])hase is established. The tempera-
ture at which the. vapoi- and licpiid or vapor and
solid phases are in e(iuilibrium unicpiely fixes the
])ressure of the vapor ])hase. (satni'ation vapor
pressure) and therefoi'e determines the absolute
humidity.

If the temperature at which water vai)or must
be cooled for it to be in equilibrium with its liquid
or ice state is measured, then the humidity is ob-
tained directly from it. The dewpoint method
provides a convenient technique for ascertaining
this temperature. Basically, the ])i’ocedui’e is to
reduce the temperature of a mirror until dew or
frost just condenses from the surrounding air or
gas sample. The temperatnre at the surface of
the mirror at the instant dew or frost appears
is defined as the dewpoint. If the temperature of
the air or gas sample is measured and the initial
humidity of the sample surrounding the mirror
is kept unaltered, the initial relative humidity
can be computed from a knowledge of the satura-
tion vapor pressures at the two temperatures.

It should be noted that the formation of fi-ost

is not. ahvays positive because of the lack of a

ei-ystal nucleus, so that supersatui'ation may occur.

Supersaturation is less likely to occur with respect

to (he liquid ])hase (hau with the ice phase. At a

given salui-ation pressuie, if ice does not form
on the miri-or, dew will form as the mirror tem-
peratuie. is lowered, hence there is always a little

uncei'tainly whether the fii'st clouding of the mir-

I'or i-epresents (he dewpoint (with condensed
water) or the frost point.

^’'ahles of the saturation vapor ])i-essure of

water, at tempo'ature above ami below freezing,

ai'c readily available in vai'ioiis handbooks and
compilations (1,2, 4, (>, 15, Ki, 17, IS, 128). There
is some discordance iu the values given in the

listed I’efei'ences. However, for most a])plications

iu the field of humidity measurement or control,

thei-e is little to be gained in the use of any one
table in pi'e.ference to the others. 'Fhe values

given in table 2 ai'e re])roduced from the Smith-
sonian Meteorological 'Tables (lt>). At tempera-
tures below 0° C, the satni'ation vaiioi' ])ressures

I'efei' to water vapor in ecpiilibi'ium over ice. Sat-

uration vapor pressures of water vapor below 0°

(’ in e<|uilibi'iuni ovei- supercooled water are given
in (able 3 and are repi'oduced from the Interna-

tional C'ritical Tables (17).

The dewpoint instrument serves as a useful re-

search tool for the detei'inination of humidity in

meteorology as well as for the determination of

water vapor content in fine gases, gasoline vapors,

furnace gases, conqu'essed gages, and closed cham-
bers. 4141110 the dewpoint instrument has been
undei' considerable development in the past dec-

ade, princijially along the line of improving the

temperature control, means of indication, and au-

tomatic recording, it has been used in elemental

form as far back as the early part of the last

century. Dalton and Daniells used simjile dew-
point hygrometers. Regnault (24) developed an
instrument that has been used as a prototyjie and
standard for many years in the measurement of

at mos|)hei'ic humidity. Essentially, it consisted

of a thin polished silver thimble containing ether.

Air was aspirated through the ether to cause
evaporation and hence cooling of the thimble.

The tem})ei'ature of the ether at the appearance
and disapi)earance of dew was observed and the

mean taken as the dew])oint. A thermometer in

a second thimble, near the first, gave the ambient
temperature and, by comparison, the second
thiml)le heli)ed in the I'ecognition of the a])pear-

ance and disapijearance of dew on the first thimble.

Improvements and variations of the Regnault de-

sign were made by Alluard (25), and others (32,

41, 45, 55, 57).

The early models used ether for cooling and
mercury-in-glass thermometers for temperature
and measurement. Recent models have employed
such cooling schemes as compressed cai’bon

dioxide, dry ice, liquid air (for very low dew-
])oints) and mechanical refrigeration. In addi-

tion, metal mirrors are now commonly used, the
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Table 2. Saturation vapor pressure of water vapor in millimeters of mercury with respect to water above 0°C and with respect
to ice below 0°C

(Reproduced from the Smithsonian Meteorological Tables)

Temp,
°C 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 9

— 70 0. 0919
-60 .0080 0. 0070 0. 0061 0. 0053 0. 0046 0. 0040 0. 0035 0.0030 0. 0026 0. 0022
-50 . 0294 .0260 .0229 . 0202 .0178 .0156 .0137 .0120 . 0105 . 0092
-40 .0964 .0859 . 0765 . 0680 .0(305 . 0.537 . 0476 .0421 .0373 . 0329
-30 .2878 .2591 .2331 . 2094 .1880 . 1686 . 1511 . 1352 . 1209 .1080
-20 .7834 .7115 . 6456 . 5854 . 5303 . 4800 . 4341 . 3923 .3541 .3194
-10 1.9643 1. 7979 1.6444 1. 5029 1. 3726 1.2.525 1.1421 1.0406 . 9474 . 8618
-0 4. 5802 4.2199 3. 8868 3. 5775 3. 2907 3.0218 2. 7785 2. 5505 2. 3395 2. 1445

0 4. 5802 4. 924 5. 291 5. 682 0. 098 (.3. 541 7. 012 7. 513 8. 045 8. 610

10 9. 210 9.846 10. 521 11.235 11.992 12. 794 13. (342 14. 539 15.487 16. 489
20 17. 548 18. 665 19. 844 21.087 22. 398 23. 780 25. 235 26. 767 28. 380 30. 076
30 31.860 33. 735 35. 705 37. 775 39. 947 42. 227 44, 619 47.127 49. 750 52. 510

40 55. 396 58.417 61. 580 64. 889 68. 350 71.968 75, 751 79. 703 83, 830 88. 140

50 92. 639 97. 33 102. 23 107.33 112. 66 118.20 123. 98 130. 00 136. 26 142. 78

00 149. 57 156. 62 163. 96 171. 59 179. .52 .187. 75 19(3. 31 205, 19 214.41 223. 98

70 233. 91 244. 21 2.54. 88 205. 96 277. 43 289. 32 301. 63 314.38 327. 59 341. 25

80 355. 40 370. 03 385. D) 401). HI 41(3. 90 433. 71 540. 99 468. 84 487. 28 506.32

90
100

525. 97
760. 00

546. 26 597. 29 588. 80 011.08 634. 06 (357. 75 682. 18 707. 35 733. 28

Table 3. Saturation vapor pressure of water vapor in nun mercury with respect to supercooled water

(Reproduced from the International Critical Tables)

Temp, °C 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

-fl

-10
4. 579
2.149

4. 258
1.987

3. 956
1.834

3.673
1.691

3.410
1.560

3.163
1.436

2.931 2. 715 2. 514 2. 326

tvanning of which by heat from the ambient at-

mosphere has been augmented by electric resist-

ance or induction heating. The temperature of

the mirror surface is frequently measured by ther-

mocouples affixed several hundredths of an inch

below the surface or actually on the surface of

the mirror. While mercury-in-glass thermom-
eters are still used, their high lag introduces an
uncertainty in the temperature reading. In one

instrument, the temperature is measured by a

carbon dioxide vapor pressure thermometer in

which the mirror is integral with the bulb (19).

Visual observation of dew or frost has often been

replaced by photoelectric detection of reflected or

scattered light from the mirror and is indicated

on an electrical meter, or automatically recorded.

The output of the photoelectric circuit has been

used also to control the heat input to the mirror

and thereby to maintain the mirror temperature

at the dewpoint. Photoelectric observation below
the frost point has several advantages. Elec-

tronic circuits may be employed that automati-
cally maintain a constant film thickness on the

mirror. There can then be little question of

whether the liquid or solid phase is involved, for

supercooled liquid will not long exist under such
conditions without changing to ice. There will be

no supersaturation for lack of a crystal nucleus.

For information on these later forms of dew-
point indicators and recorders operating at atmos-

pheric pressure, see (79, 95, 97, 102, 104, 110, 127,

135, 142, 144, 145, 146). Dewpoint indicators re-

quiring visual observation and manual operating

of the cooling system are available from dealers

in scientific laboratory equipment. Dewpoint in-

dicators and recorders employing photoelectric

detection are made by a limited number of

manufacturers.
Several dewpoint indicators have been de-

veloped that are of novel form or of specialized

use. An instrument for use at high pressures is

described in (133). In another instrument the

sample of gas under test is pumped into a closed

chamber and is then cooled by adiabatic expansion
to a lower pressure. By repeated trials a pressure

ratio can be secured so that a cloud or fog is just

formed when the pressure is suddenly released.

The dewpoint is computed from the ratio of the

initial to final pressure and the measurement of

the initial temperature. One version of this in-

strument (45) employs a vacuum pump for ex-

hausting a reservoir into which the gas sample
eventually is expanded. A commercial version

(130) uses a small hand pump for compressing
the gas sample and then expands the gas into the
atmosphere. No adequate data on performance
limits ai“e available.

A polished rod or tube of high thermal con-
ductivity, heated at one end and cooled at the
other end so that dew forms on part of the rod
(43) has been used to obtain the dewpoint. The
temperature of the rod measured at the dew
boundary is the dewpoint. There has been no
commercial development of this device. Unpub-
lished data indicate that it is unreliable at dew-
points below the ice point (0° C) because no satis-

factory ice—no ice boundary is obtainable.

Use has been made of the change in conductivity

9544.12—51 2 7



between electrodes on a glass tliiinble for detecting

the dew])oint (45, 59).

The dewpoint method may he considered a

fundamental technique for determining vapor

pressure or humidity. Howevei', the certainty of

the dewpoint measurement is inlluenced t)y several

factors, some of which are of such indeterminate

nature as to make an estimate of the accuracy ditli-

cult. It is not always possible to measure the

tempei'ature of the mirror at the snidace or to as-

sure that no gradients exist across the sui-face.

The visual detection of the incejdion of condensa-

tion cannot he made with complete assurance nor
is it pi'ohahle that two dilferent ohsei'vei-s would
detect the dew or frost at the same instant. It is

usual pi'actice for the dewpoint to he taken as the

average of the temperature at which dew or frost

is first detected, on cooling of the mii-ror, and the

tempei'ature at which the dew or frost vanishes,

on warming of the mirror. This ])rocedure does
not assure a correct answer since care must Vie

taken to locate the thermometei', so that no tem-
lierature gradient exists from the cold source to

the miri'or face or to the gas as a whole. The
photoelectric detection of the dewpoint usually
depends u|)on achieving an equilibrium condition
on the mii'i'or surface during which the amount of
dew or fi'ost remains constant. It has lieen re-

ported 1 146) that the dewpoint so measured, down
to —65° C, agrees on the average to 0.1 deg C
with the dewpoint measured visually with a
liegnault instrument.

The uncertainty of measuring the dewpoint de-
creases with decrease in temperature. Below low
0° C uncertainty detinitely exists if the eye is used
for detecting the first sign of condensation, for it

cannot distinguish or differentiate between the
liquid and ice jdiase with the minute trace of water
involved. With a photoelectric system in which
the mirror alternately cools and then warms so
that condensation forms and evaiiorates, the
photocell is likewise incapalile of determining
whether the condensate is liquid or solid. With a
photoelectric system in wliich a constant film

thickness is automatically maintained on the
mirror, ice will form on the mirror, for, as previ-
ously explained, supercooled water cannot long
exist on a free and exposed surface.

Dewpoint instruments have been built with re-

ported .sensitivities of 0.4° C (27) and 0.04° C (97)
and with repoi-ted accuracies of ±1 percent of
the vapor pressure (27) at temperatures above
freezing and ±4° C at —70° C (127).

4.4. Electrical Hygrometers

Dvnmore. These hygrometers commonly de-
])end upon the change in electric resistance of a
hygroscopic material with change in humidity.
In one design, largely developed by Dunmore (94,

99, 103), two parallel wires of a noble metal are
wound upon a polystyerene cylinder or strip. A

hygroscopic coating of polyvinyl acetate or poly-

vinyl alcohol and dilute litliium chloride solution

is j)laced between the wires. At constant tem-
peratui'e the logarithm of the electrical resistance

between the parallel wires varies approximately
linearly with the logarithm of the relative humi(l-

ity and is measured by a suitable Wheatstone
bridge, i)referahly using alternating current, or

othei' suitable electric circuits. The electric re-

sistance at constant relative humidity is highly de-

jamdent upon temperature, esi)ecialiy at tempera-
tures below 0° C.

The hygrometer was primarily developed for

use in radiosondes in which the output is fed to a
I'adio transmitter and controls an audio frequency.

It is widely used for this purpose and is manu-
factured by a number of firms. An indicator and
a controller for industrial use is now available

commercially.

An elementary theory of the electric hygrom-
eter has been ])roposed by Schaffer (132).

Similarly, as for the hair hygrometer, the chief

defect has lieen in stability of calibration, which
seems to have been overcome in the model for in-

dustrial use. The continuous application of di-

I'ect current causes polarization with a resultant

shift in calibration and ultimate deterioration.

At tem])eratures al)ove freezing, the response to

humidity changes is rapid, hut at lower tempei'a-

tures, time lags are appreciable. Some data on
the performance at low temperatures are given in

(134 and 150). One of the advantages of this

design is that it is remote indicating an adaptable
for control. See also (113 and 114).

Dewcel. Another form of the electric hygrom-
eter is the “dewcel”, which is remote indicating
and can he used for control (136, 154). Essen-
tially it indicates the dewpoint temperature. The
.sensing element, similarly as the Dunmore ele-

ment, has a parallel wire winding with the ma-
tei'ial between the wires kept wet with a wick im-
jn-egnated with a saturated solution of lithium
chloi'ide. The element is heated by an electric

curi'ent passed between the parallel wires until its

temperature is such that the element neither loses

nor gains moisture from the surrounding atmos-
phere. The electric resistance of the element in-

creases if the temperature is above the equilibrium
temperature, since the solution concentration in-

creases by eva]:)oratio.n, and vice versa, and thus
the vapor ])ressure of the solution on the element
is automatically brought to and maintained in

efjuilibrium with the surrounding vapor pressure.

The temperature of the element, which is meas-
ured either by a resistance or liquid filled ther-

mometer, determines the vapor pressure of the

lithium chloride solution which in turn equals the

pressure of the water vapor in the surrounding
atmosphere. The scale can be graduated in terms

of dewpoint insofar as the vapor pressures for

saturated lithium chloride are accurately known.
It is approximately 15 percent of that of Avater

8



Hi down to temperatures of about 0° C. With cer-

wifi tain restrictions the dewpoint is ineasnrable in
ffl-fi the range —16 to +160° F. Stability of calibra-
tt

i tion under service conditions is claimed.
' This instrument can be used for remote indicat-

i
I ing, recording and control. It functions best in

M
i

still air, and when the ventilation of the sensitive
or element becomes excessive (greater than 50 ft/
e- min), suitable means must be used to reduce the
If-

^ ventilation, if accuracy is to be maintained.
'»

' V/eaver. Weaver and Riley (147) have devel-

oped a type of electric hygrometer which has ap-
or plication in routine checking of water vapor con-
a tent of gases, particularly those in high pressure

cylinders.
11- The sensitive element is a film of electrolyte,

1(1 usually phosphoric and sulfuric acid, with suit-

le able electrodes for use in measuring the electric

resistance of the him, all mounted in a small case,

1
- as an aviation engine spark plug, suitably modi-

hed. Since the electric resistance of the him is

if unstable, a comparison procedure is resorted to, in

li which the resistance of the him in equilibrium
1
- with the atmosphere to be measiu’ed is immedi-

! ately matched by exposing to an atmosphere, the
if moisture content of which can be controlled in a

!. known way.
0 In the primary use of the instrument, in meas-

j

uring the dryness of aviator’s oxygen, pressure
11

I
control was found to be most convenient and is de-

» scribed here only in its most elemental form. Gas,
s usually nitrogen, is humidihed 100 percent while
e at high pressure. A sample of this nitrogen, at

atmospheric pressure, is passed through the cell

and the resistance noted, usually as the reading of
: a galvanometer in an unbalanced alternating-cur-

rent Wheatstone bridge. Then a sample from the
j compressed gas under test is passed through the

cell, at a pressure which is reduced until the same
reading is obtained. From the measured pres-
sures and the known water content of the saturated
sample, either the Aveight of Avater vapor per unit
volume, vapor pressure, or relative humidity of the
test sample can be computed.
The instrument is characterized by speed, the

iise of a small sam])le and greater sensitivity tlian

is possessed by other instruments or methods com-
parable in these respects. It is available com-

!

mercially.

Lichigarn. The variation in electric resistance

I

Avith relative humidity of selected underlired clays

I

has been investigated by Lichtgarn. The per-

j

formance data are incomplete as yet, and no ele-

I ments appear to be commercially available (137).

1 Gregory humidiometer. Gregory (120) has

i

utilized the electric resistance of cotton impreg-
nated with LiCl or CaCL solution to measure
humidity. This method has been applied to the

* measurement of humidity on the skin and clothes

I

of a human subject (131)

.

' Burhidge and Alexander. The variation in elec-

tric resistance of cotton wool and human hair has

been investigated by Burbidge and Alexander

(51). The logarithm of the resistancy of these

materiitls is proportional to relative humidity.

4.5. Gravimetric Hygrometry

a. Change in Weight of Drying Agent

The Avell-knoAvn gravimetric method is accepted

as the most accurate for determining the amount
of Avater vapor in a gas. The gas mixture of

measured volume and knoAvn pressure and tem-
perature is passed over a moisture absorbing chem-
ical, usually phosphorous pentoxide for results of

the highest accuracy, and its increase in Aveight

determined. For the data, the Aveight of Avater

vapor per unit vcjlume and the relative humid-
ity of the gas sample can be computed. Consid-
erable care is required to obtain reliable data (3,

27, 66, 149). Tins method is employed only in

fundamental calibration of instruments or exact

determinations of water vapor content.

h. Change in Weight of Absorbing Material

In this type of hygrometer a moisture absorb-

ing material such as human hair, or a chemical,

or combinations of both to obtain a structure con-

venient to handle, is continuously Aveighed by a

delicate balance Avith an indicator and calibrated

humidity scale. The weight of the material must
change only with change in the relative humidity
of the ambient air (109, 118, 119). Instruments
of this type are not knoAvn to be available com-
mercially.

4.6. Thermal Conductivity

The difference in thermal conductivity between
air (or other gases) and Avater vapor is utilized

so that the temperature, and thus the electric re-

sistance of a hot Avire in a small cell varies Avith

change in hnmidity of the air sample. Two hot
wires, one in a reference cell exposed to dry air,

are in a bridge circuit, the out]Aut of Avhich is a

function of the vapor pressure of Avater in the

sample. The theory has been developed by
Daynes (31) and Shakespear (34). A model Avas

built by Leeds & Northrup (61, 76). This hy-
grometer is limited in sensitivity at Ioav tem])era-

tures owing to the Ioav vapor pressure of Avater

vapor existing at these temperatnres. It has con-

siderable promise as a recorder of humidity in a

closed space and in meteorology. It is limited by
the fact that it is not specific for Avater vapor but
indicates any change of composition of the gas en-

tering the instrument.

ScliAvarz (138) has called attention to the pos-

sibility of subjecting the Avater-vapor sample to

an inhomogeneous electric field in a thermal con-

ductivity apparatus. Since the Avater molecule is

a dipole, an additional circulation of the water

H,
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vapor, in contrast to tliat obtained with air, is

secured. Tliis elFect can be expected to add to the

effect of differences in the heat condnction of air

and water vapor. No development work appears

to have been done on this possibility.

4.7.

Spectroscopic Method

Instruments liave been developed in which in-

frared bands which are absorbed by water vapor

are compared in intensity with another band not

so absorbed. Tlie sample of air under analysis

may be in a tube (116, 125) with tlie spectral

bands obtained from a lamp or may l)e the entire

atmosphere with the sun furnishing the s]iectral

l)ands ( 121) . The effect of water vapor upon the

energy of the received radiation may be measured
by phototubes or thermocouples. The instrument

is not made commercially.

4.8.

Index of Refraction

Some experimental work has been done on the

variation of the index of refraction of a thin film

of glycerine with water vapor content of the am-
bient air (29 and 48). The method, even if suc-

cessfully developed, appears to have only limited

application.

4.9.

Measurement of Pressure or

Volume

The volume of water vapor in a gas sample can

be measured if its change in volume is measured
at constant pressure before and after the water
vapor is absorbed. Conversely, if the volume is

held constant, the change in pressure gives the

pressure of the water vapor. These methods are

useful only in laboratory investigations. The
difficulty of obtaining accurate determinations in-

creases rapidly with decrease in temperature of
the gas sample. See (1 and 8) for descriptions

of a number of instruments of this type.

In one form of constant pressure apparatus a
manometer and also a graduated tube containing
an absorbing liquid, such as sulfuric acid, are
connected to a gas container. In operatioii sul-

furic acid is slowly admitted to the container to
absorb the water vapor in the sample and at the
same time in sufficient volume to maintain con-
stant the absolute pressure of the gas, as indicated
hy the manometer and a barometer. The volume
of acid admitted is the volume of water vapor in
the sample, subject to corrections for lack of con-
stancy of temperature or of the reference pressure.

If the apjiaratus just described is modified so
that the sulfuric acid forms part of the original
volume, a constant volume apparatus results. In
this case the change in pressure as the water vapor
is absorbed is the water-vapor pressure.
The tilting form of absorption hygrometer de-

scribed by Mayo and Tyndall (33) is essentially

a constant volume instrument. Here the absorb- v;

ing material is installed in a piston which moves si

from one end of the cylinder containing the gas
j g

sample to the other as the cylinder is oscillated,
i

thus forcing the gas through the absorbing chemi- 1

cal. This })iston action reduces the time required
for complete absorption of the water vapor. The I

fall in gas pressure which is measured is the water
^

vapor pressure. The device is pro]X)sed as a work- ^

ing standard in calibration of hygrometers. It
si

is not availaljle commercially.
(,

One version of constant-volume hygrometer
(105) completely dispenses with an absorbing

(i

chemical and, instead, uses low temperatures to
b

condense part of the water vapor content of a gas
I

sample, and from a measui'cment of the tempera-
{]

tiii'e and reduction in pressure, permits the deter-
f

mination of the initial vapor pressure. In this
u

ijistriiment, two identical vessels, one containing
J

dry gas and the other the gas sanq)le of unknown
e

water vapor content, ai'e sealed and comiected
o

through a differential manometer. The vessels
j,

are then immersed in a liquid bath and gradually
cooled until the differential manometer registers a

(

pressure difference, indicating that condensation
of water vapor has taken place in the gas sample.
At this point the temperature and pressure dilfer- I

ence are x’cad. From the saturation pressure at

the observed tenqxerature and from the pressure ;

difference, the initial water vapor content is then
computed. 1

By employing a liquid-air trap, the moisture in

a large volume of gas can be condensed and then I

suitably measured. The known volume of gas is ' •

jxassed through the trap and, while the low tern- f

jxerature is maintained, the trap is evacuated. The !

aixparatus is then allowed to warm up, preferably
|

in a thermostatted bath, and the vapor pressure !

measured. Experience with this method at this

Bureau indicates that for frost points below
— 20° C, it is better than the direct determination

;

of the frost point. When using this method with
gases containing carbon dioxide, the temperature
of the air trap is raised above —78° C before
evacuation. This jxermits any condensed carbon
dioxide to be vaporized and rexnoved from the

trap.
j

For additional information on absorption hy- ,

grometers, see (30, 85, 86, 101, 111).
|

4.10.

Thermal Rise

The rise in temperature accompanying the ex-

posure of dry cotton wool to moist air has been
employed as a means of indicating humidity (see

(36 and 45) for details).
|

4.11.

Mobility of Ions

The change in the mobility of ions, produced
by a-rays and y-rays, due to the presence of water ii
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vapor has hern invest! jja ted (45, 51). While a

small effect has been observed, no practical hy-
grometer has been developed.

4.12.

Dielectric Constant

Birnbanm has developed a recording microwave
refractometer (15d) of high sensitivity that can
continuously sample and record the dielectric con-
stant of a stream of air or gas. Since the dielec-

tric constant of air varies with Avater-vapor con-
tent, this instrnment may be employed as a re-

cording hygrometer. The I'efi-actometer operates
by comparing two identical cavity resonators.
Into one of these cavities, the test sample is in-

trodn/’ed. The resulting differences in resonance
frequency between the two cavities is then a meas-
ure of the dielectric constant of the test sample.
In addition to its high sensitivity, the refractom-
eter has a time res])onse, limited lyy the response
of the recoi'ding milliammeter, of about one-half
second to discrete changes in dielectric constant.
A similar instrument has been reported by Crain
(15T).

4.13.

Critical Flow

Wildhack (156) has proposed a means of meas-
uring relative humidity which utilizes sonic, or

critical, flow through small nozzles. Two sets of
two nozzles in series are arranged in parallel, with
critical flow maintained through all nozzles. At
critical Hoav the mass floAv through each nozzle is

independent of the downstream pressure, and is

directly proportional to the entrance pressure.

An absorber of water vapor is jdaced lietween one
series pair of nozzles, which reduces the mass flow
and hence the gas pressure at the entrance to the
downstream nozzle. INIeasurenient of the dif-

ference in entrance pressures betAveen the tAvo

doAvnstream nozzles, of the absolute pressure of
the gas at the entrance to the referenced doAvn-
stream nozzle, and of the gas temperature, will

serve to determine the relative humidity of the

gas.

4.14.

Diffusion Hygrometer

The difference in density of completely and par-

tially saturated air, at the same temperature, has
been employed to measure air humidity (41)).

Esentially, a column of atmospheric air is bal-

anced against a column of saturated air. The dif-

ference in density of the tAvo columns causes the
lighter saturated air to diffuse upAvard into the
atmosphere and the atmospheric air, because of

its greater density to diffuse doAvuAvard into a
saturation chamber Avhere it, in turn, becomes
fully humidified. The rate of diffusion is then
directly related to the vapor pressure of the at-

mospheric air and is detected and measured by
means of the deflection produced in a suspended

vane. It is claimed that this Avater vapor diffu-

sion method can o])ei’ate over a Avide temperature
range, is continuously indicating oi' recording, is

easy to operate and is ])o]'table.

A different appioacli Avas used in the hygrom-
eter described by (Jreinacher (Ilf-). His instru-

ment is based o7i the difference in diffusion of
Avater vapcn- and aii- througli a semipermeable
membrance. A porous clay plate cemented to an
opening in the Avail of an enclosed vessel contain-
ing a desiccant preferentially permits air diffu-

sion and j)revents Avater va[K)r diffusion. A
differential manonietei-, communicating Avith the
enclosed vessel an<l the ambient atmosphere
(Avhose humidity is being measured), registers a

])ressure di'0 |) A/>i that is directly projiortional to

the partial ])ressure e of the Avater vapor in the
ambient atmosphere. In order to avoid consid-
eration of the constant of proportionality of the
apparatus a similar vessel Avith an identical poi‘-

ours clay i)late and manometer, but containing
Avater instead of the dessicant, is em{)loyed. The
pressure droj) indicated by the latter arrange-
ment is directly proportional to the difference be-

tAveen the saturation vapor })ressTire c,s and the
ambient partial pressure e at the ambient temper-
ature. The relative humidity is given by the
relation.

Aj7=100X—= 10()X
e, A/n + Apa

Ful'ther theoretical consideration of this hygrom-
eter are presented by Spencer-Gregory and
liourke (141). The instrument is reported to be
exti'emely sensitive to rapid tem])erature changes
Avhich may give I'ise to ei'roneous i-eadings.

4.15.

Chemical Methods

Se.A^eral methods are availalffe for the deter-

mination of the moisture content in gases by chem-
ical means. A very simide and qualitative indi-

cator nia}^ be made based on the change in color,

from blue to pink, of cloth or paper impregnated
Avith cobaltous chloride, as the humidity increases.

When a color comparison scale is employed Avith

this indicatoi-, a rough estimate, of the relative

humidity is obtained (75). Cobaltous liromide

may similarly be used, Avith a threefold increase

in sensitivity. The colors of these cobalt salts

are affected liy teni})erature as Avell as humidity.

The quantitative measurement of Avater vapor has
been successfully made by using cobaltous bro-

mide as an indicator in a visual (112) and in a

lihotoelectric (126) colorimetric method.
There is a series of compounds of ketones and

Grignard reagents Avhich can form internal ions

accompanied by the develo])ment of intense color,

induced by the presence of Avater. Some useful

compounds are the complexes of iMichler’s ketone
(tetramethyl-diaminobenzophenone) and Grig-
nard reagent (ethyl magnesium bromide, methyl



iiiagiiesiiun iodide, or phenyl niagnesiiun iodide).

An apparatus, employing the color change of

these compounds, has been develoi)ed. primarily

for detecting moisture in compressed oxygen (
It) )

.

The ai)paratus and method involves sealing a

measured amount of compound with dry sand in

a glass am])ule. Then, under a conti’olled and
uniform rate of gas llov, the am])ule is lu'oken

and the time for the movement of the resultant

color front along a specilied distance is meas-

ured. This time, for a given batch of ampules
identically made, is a function of the moisture

!

content, the temjierature and rate of How.
A method for the anal^^dical determination of i

the water content in a wide range of materials

Avas ])i-oposed by Karl Fischer in 11)35 (84). His
reagent, a solution of iodine, sulfur dioxide and
ipyi'idine in methanol, is the basis of titrimetric

procedures that have been api)lied to moisture de-

ele’

tei'minations in gases (HO). air

5. Test Methods

The testing and caliliration of hygrometers in-

volve the ])rnduction and control of atmos])heres

of known relative humidity over a wide range of

temjieratures. 'While the methods of humidity
ju'oduction aie varied, they may he classified, con-

veniently, into several categories, d'he equipment
for producing the known relative humidity must
be designed so that liygrometers to be tested can
be conveniently exposed to the controlled atmos-
phere.

The sections below are restricted largely to the
description of methods of producing a constant
humidity of known amount useful for calibration
of hygrometers.

5.1. Basic Methods

Kelative humidity is related, through the funda-
mental gas hnvs, to such parameters as tempera-
ture, jiressure, and water-va])or content. Several
convenient and practical methods are available of
directl}' establishing atmospheres of known rel-

ative humidity Avith sutficient jArecision and ac-
curacy by the measurement and control of these
parameters, Avithout requiring auxiliary humidity
measuring and sensing instruments.
The principle of divided floAv may be employed,

when floAv is jAermissifile, to ]Aroduce any desired
humidity. A])paratus. based on this principle,
has been described in (7G) for use at temperatures
above freezing and in (134 and 149), for use at

ATMOSPHERE

SATURATOR S

MrPROPORTIONING VALVE

W~\ V

TEST
CHAMBER

Cr

^DRY
AIR MIXING ^

CHAMBER

I

CONSTANT TEMPERATURE BATH

Figuee 1. iSimjilificd schematic diaijram of the principle
of operation of the divided-flow humidity apparatus.

Figure 2. Simplified schematic diagram of the ttvo-temper-

ature recirculating method of relative-humidity pro-

duction.

A, gas inimp ; 15, test chamber
; C, water

;
D, saturator

;
E,

tliermostatteil bath.

temperatui'es beloAv 0° C (32° F). A stream of

dry air is divided accurately, usually by means of

a proportioning valve, into tAvo parts. One part

is saturated, Avith res])ect to water or ice; the)

other part is maintained dry. The tAvo parts are

then recombined in a test chamber and exhausted
into the air. The relative humidity is given by
the ratio of the division. A simplified schematic
diagram of this method is shoAvn in figure 1.

in the recirculation or tAvo-tem])eratures

method, a stream of air is saturated at a controlled

temperature and then the temperature of the mix-
ture is elevated, Avithout loss or gain in moisture.

A measurement of the tAvo temperatures serves to

determine the relative humidity. To insure com-
])lete saturation at the loAver temperature, the air

stream is recirculated in a closed system from the

saturator (at the loAver tein])erature) to a test

chamber (at the higher tempei'ature) and back
to the saturator. The temperatures must be ac-

curately measured and controlled; for example,
at 20° C (68° F) an error of 0.2° C (0.3° F) in

either temperature measurement represents 1 per-

cent error in relative humidity, Avhich error in-

creases at loAver temperatures. Laboratory equip-

ment of this type has been built (106, 155), but
none is commercially available. The method is il-

lustrated in figure 2.
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Ill the two-pressure method (147) a stream of
air (or some other gas) at an elevated pressure
is saturated and the ])ressure of the saturated air

is reduced as required to olhain any desired hu-
midity. Since the desired relative, humidity is

required, usually, at atmospheric pressure, the
elevated pressuie is so adjusted that the air, upon
expansion to atmospheric pressure, will be at the
proper relative humidity. The pressure of the
air and water vai)or mixture is measured at both
the elevated and reduced ]n-essures, and so are the
temperatures, if they differ. To insure that the
saturator and test chamber tenqieratures remain
the same, and also to provide a means of con-
trolling and establishing any desired temperature,
the saturator and test chamber are immersed in

a thermostatted bath. To pievent condensation
the saturated air temperature must not fall below
the de.Avpoint, which may require heating the mix-
ture at or before it Hows through the pi'essure-

reducing valve. Even at room tem])erature, con-
trol of the saturator tem})erature will be necessary
if the air How is appreciable. At constant tem-
perature, the relative humidity is I'oughly the ratio

of the two pressures, assuming ideal gas laws.

]\Iore accurate com])utatif)n of tlie relative humid-
ity takes into account deviations from the ideal

gas laws (147)

.

One type of saturator employed in this method
consists of a cylinder filled with clean sand and
water through which the air passes. Another
type similarly consists of a cylinder into Avhich

water has been added, but the air in this type
enters the cylinder tangentially to and above the
water (or ice) surface and, after swirling around
many times over the water, emerges through a cen-

tral port at the top. A sketch of this method is

shown in figure 3.

In the water or steam injection method for the

precise control of relative humidity, moisture and
dry air are mixed in desired proportions, iising

G

Figure 3. Swiplificd schematic diagram of the two-
pressure method of retative-humiditu production.

A, High-pressure source ; B, pressure reducer ; C, saturator
(water or Ice)

;
D, valve; B, heat exchanger: F, test

chamber
; G, to atmosphere

; H, thermostatted bath.

nozzles, orifices oi- other metei'ing elements in con-

junction Avith pressure reducers. See (07) for

one application.

5.2. Secondary Methods

Very convenient methods exist for establishing

atmos])hei'es of knOAvn relative hnmidity which
depend u])on the equilibrium vapor pressure of
Avater Avhen a chemical is dissolved in it. These
methods ai‘e ideally suited for controlling the rel-

ative humidity of a small closed space. Equi-
librium conditions are more rapidly established
AA’lien air circnlation or stirring, as by means of a
fan or bloAver, is employed. In all these methods,
the test chamber should be ke])t free of hygro-
scopic materials, such as Avood.

The saturated salt solution method is inexpen-
sive and simple and produces constant relative

humidities that are roughly independent of tein-

]Aerature. This method is used frequently for cal-

ibrating mechanical type hygrometers. A sealed

chamber is required, for Avhich a huge glass jar

or bell jar is often suitable. The salt solution is

made np as a slushy mixture in a glass or enameled
tray or in the glass jar, if used, Avith the solution

spreading over as large an area as ])racticable.

Distilled Avater and chemically jmre salts must be
used. Idle salts listed in table 4 haAm been found
useful; for a list of others see (4). The data in

table 4 are based partly on the viipor pressure data
given in the International Critical Tables (17)
and partly on deAvpoint measurements made at

this Bureau.

Table 4 .—Saturated salt solutions suitable for use in
humidity control

KN03 = i)otassiuni nitrate
X^aCl=sofliuni chloride

Mg(N 03 'i 2 .i’dl20 = niagiiesiuni nitrate
MgCl 2 .riH 20 = magnesium chloride

I.iCl = lithium chloride

Relative humidity of saturated salt solution

ture
KN(J3 NaCl Mg(N03)2.fln20 MgCl2.0Il2O LiCl

°F % % % % %
1) 32 97 70 54 34 19

5 41 90 70 54 33 10

10 50 95 75 53 33 14

1.5 59 95 75 53 33 13

20 fiSl 94 75 53 33 12

25 77 93 75 52 33 11

30 80 92 75 52 32 11

.35 95 90 75 51 32 11

40 104 89 75 51 31 11

Water-sulfuric-acid mixtures (39, 52, (53) pro-

duce atmospheres of relative humidity that de-

]iend on composition and temperature. Tavo
techniques may be einjiloyed. The liquid may be

exposed in a suitable tray in a sealed chamber to

giAm the ecpfilibriiim vapor pressure ol the mix-
ture, or air may be bubbled or othei'Avise brought
into intimate contact Avith the liquid. Wilson’s

data (39) are reproduced in table 5.



Table 5. Relative humidity obtained from water-sulfuric

acid solutions

Relative
Porci'iitago of UiSOt (tiy weigiit) at—

humidity
0° C to .111° C 75° C

%
]() O.s, 1 04. S 00. 0 OS. 3

25 55. <) 57. 5 59.0

35 40.4 51). 9 52 5 .54. 0

50 42. 1 13. 1 44. S 40. 2
05 34. S 30. {) 37.

1

38.3
75 29. 4 30. 4 31. 1 32. 1

90 17.8 18..') 19. 2 20. 0

Wator-glycei-iiie inixtiiros ((io) -will similarly

in'ocluce atmos])li(.‘ivs of known relative Innniditv.

The techniques employed with water-sulfuric
acid mixtures -work equally wadi wdth watei -

glycerine mixtures. The relative humidity oh
tainahle at 25° C from Auirious w’ater-glycerine

solutions are given in table 6.

Table 6. Relative humidity obtained from water-glycerine
mixtures at 25° C

Ri'lativi' liuniidity Olycerinc (by weight) SiH'cific gravity

07 Or

10 95 1.21.')

20 92 ] . 237
30 S'.) 1. 229
40 K4 1, 210
.50 79 1.2(13
00 72 1. ISI
70 04 1, 102
so 51 1. 127
90 33 1. 079

5.3. Control Methods
In i'espf)nse to a sensing element, such as a

mechanical hygrometer, electrical hygrometer,
or psychrometer, the humidity of a closed space
may he raised by water, spray or steam injection,
by ex])Osure to a water sui'face or wet wdeks, or
by the introduction of saturated or high humidity
air (or gas), or the humidity may he lowered by
chemical absorption, or tlie introduction of dry
air (or gas). The controls that are used may be
manual or automatic.
One type of controlled-humidity chamber de-

sign (32, 45) consists, essentially, of a sealed
chamber, such as a bell jar, in which air circula-
tion is obtained by means of a fan. Two trays,
each with a tight cover that can be raised and

6. Selected

6.1. Books and Pamphlets
(1) Feuclitigskeitmessniig. H. Boiigards. R. Oldenburg,

Iterlin. 32 l: p ( 1U2() ) . ( Excellent general treatise)
(2) Properties of ordinary water substance. N. Ernest

pur.sey. Reinhold Publ. Co. (1940).
(3) Dictionary of applied physics. Section on humidity

l)y Skinner (1923). Glazebrook.
(I>escril)es psychrnmetric, dewpoint and gravi-
metric methods of humidity measurement.)

low'ered externally, are itlaced in the chamber.
One tray contains a chemical absorbent, such as

sidi)huric acid, silica gel or Drierite, wdiile the
other contains distilled waiter, preferably wdth ex-

jtosed cotton or linen wdeks. The cover of the
a])propriate tray is raised until a hygrometer in-

dicates that the desired relative humidity has been
attained. The cover is then drop])ed and, since

the chamber is sealed, the humidity remains con-

stant. This chamber may lie made automatic by
using the ontjmt of a sensing element, through an
a])propi'iate cii’cuit, to raise or low’er the required

cover.

See (8, 10, 12, 50, ,54, 58, G2, G5, 02, 114, and 120)

,

for additional suggestions and details.

5.4. Comparisons with Standards

While it is ])referable to use atmospheres of

known relative humidity for testing or calibra-

tion, it is often desirable to make spot checks of

mechanical hygrometers and hygrograjdis under
jtrevailing atmospheric conditions or even, in some
cases, to test or calibrate hygrometers in cham-
bers Avhere the humidity is not knowui or only
known approximately. Under these conditions,

the readings of the instrument under test may be

compared wdth those of a standard instrument.

It is generally considered that the primary
standard in hygrometry is the gravimetric method
of water vapor measurement. Ilow’ever, except
for work of the highest order of accuracy, this

method is seldom used as a wa)rking standard. On
the other hand, jtroved designs of dewq)oint indi-

cators and recorders are frecpiently employed as
w’oi’king standards where accuracy is desired.

Many models are in the nature of laboratory in-

struments, especially those dejtending on visual

observation and manual temperature control, re-

quiring skilled personnel for successful operation
so that they are not usually used in routine cali-

brations. The dry- and wet-bulb itsychrometer is

particidarly suited for rapid routine work. It

should be used with caution in small enclosures,

for evaporation from the w’et-bulb may iticrease

the relative humidity of the space being measured.
If adequate ventilation is secured and proper pre-

cautions are observed, the psychrometer is cali-

brated merely by having its thermometers
calibrated.
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Blau. J. Opt. Soc. Am. 13, 717 (1926).

(50) An automatic humidity control. W. H. Apthorpe
and J. J. Hedges. J. Sci. Inst. 4, 480 (1927).

(Hair element controls a cir<'ui( whicli controls

supplies of moist and dry air to the chamlier.)

(51) Electrical methods of hygrometry. P. W. Burbi<lge

and N. S. Alexander. 'Frans. Phys. Soc. Duidon
40, 149 (lt)27-2S). (Used resistance of cotton wool
and human hair; also measured ch.-inge in mobility

of ions due to water vapor.)

( 52 ) The vapor pressure of water over sulfuric-acid-water

mixtures at 25° C and its measurement liy an im-

proved dewpoint apparatus. ,1. R. 1. llepliurn.

Proc. Phys. Soc. London 40, 249 (1927). (Re-
vision of Wilson’s data, ref. .37.)

(53) Influence of humidity on the elastic properties of

cotton. Dlann. Shirley Inst. Memoirs 6, 5.3
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(10271. Also .J. Text. Inst. 18, T2.j.‘l (1027).
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(54) Notes on teinporatnro ami hninhlity control cah-

iiiet.s. t 'ire. No. 010 I’aint Varnish IManntac-

tnrers Assoc. (May l'.)27).

(.55) Determination of volatility of gasoline. R. Ste-

venson and .1. A. Bahor. Ind. End. Chein. 19,

1361 (1027). (An appitratus for determining the

dewpoints of air-gasoline mixtures. Visual oh-
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)

(56) A hygrometer for use in timhersea.soning kilns. E.

(Iritiiths. Trans. I’hys. Soc. London 41, 42i;

(1028).

(57) 1 >ehumidiflcation of air. C. S. Keevil and W. K.

Lewis. Ind. A' Eng. (.’hem. 20, 10.58 (1028). Dew-
point apparatus.)

(58) Humidity test equipment. E. B. Wood. Instru-

ments 1, 135 (IOL'8). (Describe air-conditioned

test room, controlled by sprays tuul radiators,

chambers controlled liy sulfuric aciil-water mix-
tures, and chambers controlled by saturated salt

solutions.)

(50) An electrical method for the determination of the

dewpoint of Hue gases. II. E. .lohnstone. U. 111.

Eng. Exp. Station. Dir. 20. (1920). (.Vutomatic
method for recording dewpoint depending ui)on

conductivity between platinum electrodes on glass
thimlile.

)

(60) Industrial humidity instruments. IM. P. Behar.
Instruments 3, 540, (;h5, 6.50 ( 1030)

.

(61) A high-sensitivity alisolute-humidity recorder. C.

Z. Rosecrans. Ind. A Eng. (.'hem. Anal. Ed. 2,

120 (1030). (Thermal conductivity ai>paratus.)

(62) A simplified humidity control. W. II. Apthorpe and
M. C. Marsli. J. Scientitic lusts. 8, 151: (1031).
(Hair element eqnipiied with contacts.)

(63) troutrol of relative humidity in a small enclosed

space. P.T. Carson. Paper Trade .lournal (Oct.

1031). (Describes water-sulfuric acid and water-
glyctn’ine mixture method of humidity control.)

(64) Resistance thermometers for the measurement (if

relative humidity or small temperature differ-

ences. D. C. Uose, Can. ,1. Rt'search 5, 156
(1031).

(65) An imiiroved method of maintaining constant hu-
midity in closed chamliers. R. H. Stoughton.
.J. Sci. Inst. 8, 164 (1031). (Ilygrotstat controls

air circulation past a wet muslin surface.)

(66) The water content of saturated air at temperatures
up to 160“ C. .1. H. Awhery. Proc. Phys. Soc.
London 44, 143 (1!.I32). (Det(U-mined hy gravi-

metric method.

)

(67) The basic law of the wet- and dry-hull) hygrometer
at temperatures from 40 to 100“ C. .1. H. Awbery
and E. Griffiths. Proc. Phys. Soc. London 44, 132
(1032). (Description of experimental determi-
nation of jisyclirometric chart at elevated tem-
peratures fiased on gravimetric and dewpoint
measurements. Data presented.)

(68) i’her thermoelektrische Feuchtigkeitsmessung. L.

Kettenacker. Z. fiir Instrumentenkunde 52, 310
(19.32).

(60) Determination of relative humidities hy means of
thermocouples. ,1. H. Tanning. Ind. Eng. Chem.
Anal. Ed. 4,286 (1932).

(70) Apjiaratus for the measurement of relative humid-
ity. .1. H. Orchard. Traus. Phys. Soc. London
44, 224 (19,32). (Description of a platinum re-

sistance thermometer iisychrometer )

.

(71) An experimental study of the wet-bulb hygrometer.
T. K. Sherwood and K. W. Comings. Trans. Am.
Insti. Chem. Eng. 28, 88 (1932).

(72) Ein Psychrometer ohne kiinstliche Beliiftung. H.
Wald, Z fiir d. ges Kalte-Ind. 39, 111 (1932).

(73) The theory of the psychrometer. .T. H. Arnold.
Physics 4, 2.55 (1933).

(74) Some improvements in psvehrometry. D. B. Ifrooks

and 11. 11. Allen. .1. Wash. Acad. Sci. 23, 121

(19,33).

(75) Color changes in hygroscopic salts and their use for

humidity measurements. Alfred Swartz. Mess-
technik 9, 87 (19.33).

(76) Supplying atmospheres of known humidity. A. C.

Walker. Bell. Lah. Record VII, Kit) (19.33) . (Dry
and saturated air mixtal to iiroduce desired rela-

tive humidities. Method used to test LAN thermal
conductivity humidity recorder.)

(77) The Mollier Psychromctric Chart. P. Keppler Re-
frig. Eng. 27, 136 (1934).

(78) The present state of psychromctric data. Keyes
and Smith. Kefrig. Eng. 27, 127 (1934).

(79) An apparatus for the detei'inination of the dew-
point. E. B. Moss. Proc. I’hys. Soc. 46, 450
( 1934).

(.80) A formula and tables for the pressure of saturated
water vapor in the range O to 374“C. N. S. Ds-
horne .and C. H. IMeyers. J. Research NBS 13,

1 (19.34) RP691.
(81) An investigation of the wet- and dry-hnlh hygrom-

et(>rs at low temperatui'c. .1. II. Awh(>ry and E.

Grillilhs. I’roc. Phys. Soc. of London 47, 6.84

(1935).

(82) Psychromctric charts for high ami low pressures.
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print ).

(.83) The transifmt condition of the human hair hygrom-
eter element. A. P. Siiilhaus. Mass. Inst. Tech.
Meteoro. Course (Cambridge, Mass.). Profes-
sional Notes No. 8 (19.35).

(84) A new method for the analytical determination of
the water content <if liquids and solids. Karl
Pischer. Angew. Chem. 48, 394 (1935).

(85) A sulfuric acid hygrometer. A. Blackie. J. Sci.

Inst. 13, 6 (1936). (Absorption hygrometer that
gives vapor pressure of water directly.)

(.86) A vapor pressure hygrometer. .1. .1. Dowling. ,T.

Sci. Inst. 13, 214 (1936). (Moisture content of

air determined by reduction in pressure of a
lixed volume due to absorption by a chemical
drying agent.)

(87) The deviation of the actual wet-bulb temperature
from tlie tempei'ature of adiabatic saturation. D.
Dropkin. C<irnell U. Eng. Exp. Stat. Bui. No. 23
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.

(<S8) The behavior of a single-hair hygrometer under
varying conditions of temperature and humidit.v.
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(89) Alessung der Luftfeuchtigkeit mit Thermoelementen
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A. Simons. Proc. I’hys. Soc. London 48, 135
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(92) A humidity control device for ovens. C. T. AVebster.
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(93) A review of existing psychrometric data in relation
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528 (19,37).

(04) An electrical hygrometer and its aiqilication of
radio meteorographv. P. AAk Dunmore. ,T. Re-
search NBS 20, 723 (1938) RP1102.

(95) Determination of low humidity with dewpoint po-

tentiometer. A. K. Frank. G. E. Rev. 41, 4.35
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(90) New tables of the psychrometric properties of air-

vapor mixtures. AV. Goodman. Heating, Pipung
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I and Air Cond. 10, 1, 110 (lOllS). (liased on
Keenan and Keyes steam tables.)
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1
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(105) Studies with the condensation hygrometer. T.
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and humidities. C. W. Deverall. Heating and
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(108) The construction and use of a thermoelectric psy-

chrometer. O. Lorenzen, Jr. Temperature—Its
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try. American Institute of Physics, p. 660
(1941).

(109) The optical hygrometer and its working. L. D.

Mahajan. Indian J. Physics 15, 425 (1941).

(110) Electric dewpoint recorder. R. H. Reed. In sym-
posium on Temperature—Its measurement and
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stitute of Physics, p. 655 ( 1941 )

.
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(112) On the measurement of water vapor in gases. F. C.

Todd and A. W. Gauger. Proc. Amer. Soc. Test.

Mat. 41, 1134 (1941). (Colorimetric method de-
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(113) Study of electric hygrometer. R. N. Evans and
J. E. Davenport. Ind. & Eng. Chem. (Anal, ed.)

14, 507 (1942).

(114) Bridge controlled relay circuit for Dunmore rela-

tive humidity elements. R. L. Andrews. Rev.
Sci. Imst. 14,276 (1943).

(115) Two nomographs for low and high wet-bulb range
solve psychrometric prol)lenis. E. Berl and
G. A. Sterbutzel. Chem. & Met. Eng. 50, 142
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)

(116) A sirectroscopic hygrometer. L. W. Foskett and
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E. GUickauf. Qtr. J. Royal iMeteoro. Soc. 70,

293 (1944). (Theoretrical investigation of low
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and others. L. It. Jlahaian. Indian J. Physics

18, 216 (1944).
(119) Time lag and humid fatigue of hygrometers.

L. D. Maba.ian. Indian J. Physics 18, 293 (1944).
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Meteorological investigations at Rye, Part I. In-
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eter : relative humidity measured as a function
electrical resistance of Egyptian cloth so,-iked

in LiCl or CaCl- solution.)

(121) Psychrometry in the frost zone. D. D. Wile.

Refrig. Eng 48, 291 ( 1944)

.

(122) Ein neuer Feuchigkeitsmesser
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hygrometer. H. Greinacher. Hel. Phys. Act.

17, 437 (1944).
(123) A colorinndric method for determining the water
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colorimeter. R. J. Pflster and D. .1. Kirley.
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)
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(126) Hitemp psychrometric chart. O. T. Zimmerman
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Dover, N. H. (1945). -812.50.
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(130) Illinois Testing Laboratories dewpoint indicator.
Instruments 19,278 (1946).

(131) A method of measuring temperature on the skin
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l(i3 (1946). (Description of electric hygrometer
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)
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